
 
        

Nathan Deal salvage business and state dealings det ails - 8-18-10  
 
FROM: Jeff Kellar - August 18, 2010 
 
Dear Wendell, 
. 
Attached are specific details on the state inspection program. Key points as follows, which have 
been repeatedly made to media who has failed to report the facts.  
.  
A Federal Grand Jury convened in May 2010, but evidence and testimony was insignificant and 
Insufficient- No wrong-doing occurred and U S Attorney made a public statement in July to 
the AJC and other media outlets that “Nathan Deal i s NOT the subject or target of ANY 
investigation whatsoever!” 
. 
When the state salvage inspection program was initially established 25-30 years ago, no conflict of 
interest occurred as rental arrangement was fully disclosed under existing ethics laws.  The  amounts 
paid by state to rent Gainesville facilities 1 day a month (later becoming 2 days a month around year 
2000). Rent paid was the same rate as other inspection centers around the state (based upon sq foot of 
facility used, and # of autos inspected).  No “sweet heart deal” existed whatsoever, just merely the 
payment of rent to use the facilities 1 (then 2) days a month. 
. 
Because of growth over past 30 years in NGA,  the # of vehicles being inspected in Gainesville 
increased more than other non-Atlanta inspection sites such as Augusta, Brunswick, Columbus, 
Macon, Savannah and Valdosta.    AJC, CREW and Nancy Pelosi’s committee used this to allege 
that Gainesville was paid more, but did not mention the fact that rate per auto and rate per  
square foot was the same for ALL inspection sites. 
. 
The Gainesville facility was the largest in NGA which is why the state wanted to use the facilities 
and first approached Nathan's partner who managed the salvage business and conducted day 
to day operations. Again, Nathan was a limited, passive, partner. The state DOT did not 
even know at the time that Nathan had an ownership interest in the business as a passive, 
limited investor; which Nathan and his business partner then disclosed.  They followed any and all 
ethics rules before accepting the rental arrangement, and to ensure no wrong-doing occurred. 
. 
Nathan Deal and partner would have received many times more in revenues and profits if they 
had chosen to participate in the “privatization” program implemented in 2009 (rather than 
protesting it) – talk about “lucrative” state contracts.  Because the lucrative “privatization” program  
no longer conducts safety inspections but merely inspects title ownership, wrecked autos are no  
longer inspected prior to being sold and driven on public highways. 
. 
After more than 30 years of service as an elected o fficial, Nathan has never been accused 
of any ethical misconduct whatsoever.  In fact, he wrote the Georgia Legislature’s first 
ethics law with Senator Jim Tysinger from Chamblee- Dunwoody in DeKalb County. 
. 
I have personally discussed these matters with many who were involved when it was established,  
and with Senator Tysinger and have confirmed that NO conflict of interest or ethics violations existed, 
whatsoever!.  However, soon after Nathan announces his candidacy for governor and is predicted to be 
the only Republican capable of beating Roy Barnes, an email from Deal’s staff to GA DOR Commissioner 
“mysteriously” shows up in the Atlanta Journal-Constitution and is misrepresented to suggest he was a 
defending a self-enriching, cash-cow state monopoly. This is clearly NOT the case as the U S Attorney 
determined and Grand Jury learned in May! 
 

 


